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NEWSLETTER 
November 8th 2020 
 

‘TEST AND WASTE’ STAGGERS ON  

More than 5 weeks after the official SAGE (Scientific 
Advisory Group ) advised Johnson to lock down 
quickly to prevent more deaths,  he finally caved in. 
During that time daily new cases of Covid-19 
quadrupled, hospital in patient cases went up sixfold 
and deaths more than tenfold. Hospitals are packed 
out and much non Covid treatment cancelled again. 
This is almost an exact  repeat of the mistakes made 
in March with no lessons learned and still no 
working test and trace system in place to try to 
prevent us  having rolling lockdowns.  

Deeply  held Tory dogma which says individual 
freedoms ( that is for those who can afford them) 
matter more than lives, that private services are 
better than public ones and the state fosters 
dependency,  topped off with Johnson’s bumbling 
desire to win a popularity contest have steered us 
into even stormier waters.  

 

 

Unlike Johnson, NHS staff  have learned how to 
manage the illness a little better by maxing the issue 
of non-invasive oxygen therapy and giving steroids 
to critically ill patients on breathing machines, which 
reduces the risk of death by one third. However, 
other, much touted magic solutions like Remdesivir 
have shown no effect on improving survival and 
vaccine trials are no-where near providing a magic 
bullet. The only way through all this is not just tight 
border controls and rigorous test and trace but 
support for people to enable them to isolate.  

The £12bn privatised, national test and trace system 
fails more spectacularly week by week with tracing 
rates now down to about around 50% and only one  
in 5 people traced actually isolating - many just don’t 
have the money to stay at home ! 

To add to the fiasco it has now emerged that 
understandably panicked, untrained 18 year olds 
were upgraded overnight to level 2 clinical contact 
caseworkers – a position previously reserved largely 
for qualified doctors. When challenged Serco 
claimed it was acting on instructions from the 
Department of Health and Social Care, who 
confirmed this was true!   

Meanwhile Serco has proudly announced a big 
increase in profits above its projections for the year, 
promising extra cash to be shared with investors. 
And Health Minister, Helen Whately, has confessed 
that the contracts for test and trace services  contain 
no penalty clauses for failure to deliver.  

The Local Public Health systems that are managing 
to do track and trace are having 80-90% success 
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rates and they could be doing highly valuable but 
currently ignored  backward tracing to find the origin 
of infections and identify super spreaders . However 
they have been given a measly £300m.  

For more info see John Puntis’ piece on the KONP 
website https://keepournhspublic.com/national-
lockdown-test-and-trace-working/  and John Lister: 
https://lowdownnhs.info/comment/where-is-all-the-
money-going/  

 

Schools and Uni’s  open with no wing  just prayer!   

The Government went ahead with flinging the doors 
wide open to schools and universities when the 
conditions carefully spelt out for safe re-opening - 
including that transmission be driven down to low 
levels - were  nowhere near met. So it is no surprise 
that rocketing transmission among students and 
secondary school pupils in particular has been a 
major factor charging this second wave. This week 
we have seen angry students tearing down wire 
fences round their halls of residence, others   
admonished for trying to go home and many  
suffering anxiety and other  mental health problems.   

School children are being pulled in and out of school 
in varying “bubbles” and staff are very worried 
about the safety of their pupils and themselves as 
they try to carry on teaching in cramped, poorly 
ventilated classrooms.   

The National Education Union made a powerful case 
for keeping children off school for longer than a 
week at half term to help drive down the incidence 
of infections but have been ignored. Meanwhile they 
are still waiting for promised lap tops to give all 
children access to on line learning, extra classrooms 
or use of other premises-  Nightingale style – plus  
effective weekly tests  that might begin to make 
schools safer.  

 Keep Our NHS out of a US Trade Deal  

 

 On 24th October, Leeds KONP joined the national 
day of action against US Trade deals, fittingly 
dressed up and with some great props and pumpkins 
as well as tunes.  (see headline pic on page one) 
Many thanks to the cast - Frank, Dawn, Michael, 
Rob, John, and Gilda, to John for the fantastic 
shields, to Nick and Marc, our official photographers 
and to  Neil Terry, professional photographer,  who 
came all the way from Bradford to take some pics.   

John’s brilliant Trumpkin was posted on both the  
Global Justice and KONP websites and took pride of 

place in the latest  Health Campaigns Together  
newsletter.  

People have also continued to write to various Lords  
with help from “We Own It” , who are now urging 
everyone to join a further day of action on Wed. 
11th  November by declaring their hospital a trade 
free zone. Even though Biden has now been 
declared President Elect there can be no reassurance 
that the NHS won’t be on the table in trade deal 
talks. Biden doesn’t support the call for a UK style 
health care system in the NHS and his Party takes 
tens of millions of pounds in donations from US 
health care and pharmaceutical companies. This day 
of action is directed primarily at Conservative MPs 
who voted against protecting the NHS first time 
round in July and need to be persuaded to change 
their minds before the Bill comes back to the 
Commons.   

The KONP / Socialist Health Association joint 
Social Care Campaign gets off the ground   
 

The campaign for a National Care Support and 
Independent Living service had its launch on 
November 10th. Disabled speakers from Reclaim 
Social Care and Reclaim our Futures Alliance of 
Disabled People’s organisations, emphasised  the 
importance of disabled people being at the heart of 
planning and running services  ( real co-production),-   
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two Councillors talked about  providing  free home 
care and insourcing, The National Pensioners 
Convention & GMB made it clear they are  pretty 
much on the same page with us.  Heather Wakefield 
from the Women’s Budget Group talked about the 
value of care work to the economy, Unison talked 
about their campaign on workforce issues and John 
McDonnel for Labour was very open to joint work.    

THE NaCSILS campaign is not just calling for a public, 
accountable service ( get the market out) but for a 
total revaluing  of social care and care work, a radical 
re-fashioning of services, a shift of power to the 
grass roots – to people, workers, community and a 
serious attempt at societal change that challenges 
institutionalised disablism and racism.  

You can see the launch on you tube – 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsDY7q-
rVYM&feature=youtu.be 

Over 50 people attended a follow up meeting on 
Nov. 2nd to discuss how to take the whole campaign  
forward, how to work with allies on specific 
demands and how to get stuck into immediate 
issues thrown up by the pandemic.  More of that 
next time ……….. 

Meanwhile here is a motion spelling out the Seven 
demands which you might like to raise  at your Local 
trade union of labour branch mtg. Contact 
leedskonp@yahoo.co.uk  if you would like a speaker.  

This (organisation/party branch/union branch etc) 
demands the Government establish and new 
National Care, Support and Independent Living 
Service (NaCSILS) which is:    

 Publicly funded, free at the point of use 

 Publicly provided, not for profit  

 Nationally mandated but designed and delivered 
locally  

 Co- produced with service users and 
democratically accountable 

 Underpinned by staff whose pay & conditions 
reflects true value and skills  

 Designed to meet the needs of informal carers  

 And sets up a taskforce on independent living 
 

Rashford puts Johnson to shame  

A shocking one third of children in England are living 
in poverty which directly affects their health and 
wellbeing. Yet “Jobs-For-The- Boys” Johnson refused 
to spend a paltry sum to provide free school meals 
over the autumn half term holiday. 2,000 
paediatricians joined many of the public in calling 
this out. And several of us took our KONP flags and 

plates to join a protest organised by the Leeds People 
Before Profit Covid 19 Action group on Sat. 31st Oct.    

     

Here we are in 
Millennium Square  

              By the big Screen 
 

 

 

 

Action planning  

Stuck in with no opportunities to march or hold 
anything other than tiny protests,  Leeds KONPers   
are getting more creative, more confident and more 
media sassy. We haven’t been baking brownies but 
we have been dressing up, making props and music 
so something  good is coming out of all this!  

Join us at our open and friendly meetings where we 
will be discussing how to make more noise against 
privatisation  and thinking ahead to a potential 
national day of action on the winter crisis  to 
highlight the dire lack of staff and beds in the NHS  

WEDNESDAY 11th November 6.30 – 8pm  

Zoom:https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2105892452?pwd=MD

JwdDAvS1UrQnpBMS9ZbnVDZXR3dz09 

Meeting ID: 210 589 2452                 
Passcode: 858183 

Then Wed 25th November 6.30   

Meanwhile, take care all and huge  
thanks and solidarity to all NHS &           
Care staff  in these difficult times.  
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